
ART BIG IDEAS YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11 YEAR 12 YEAR 13

CREATE

 make some links with artist 

style and formal elements to 

design my own work.

Produce a personal response 

to a project,  using a variety 

of media.

Plan and develop my own 

work making links with 

artists work.

Make a personal response 

showing some 

understanding of visual 

language and formal 

Show clear intentions and 

visual links. Understanding 

how to manipulate formal 

elements effectively.

Produce a personal response 

to a project showing clear 

links with artists and 

combining relevant skills.

Make a meaningful 

response, mature realising 

of intentions and 

sophisticated links.

RECORD

Choose and use materials 

with control to suit my 

intentions

Apply what I know about 

different materials and 

techniques to record 

information.

Recognise and control the 

qualities of media, and use 

my skills to realise my ideas.

Identify the potential of 

media and processes and 

control these qualities to 

create successful work.

Be able to reflect on work as 

it progresses and record 

ideas  competently, making 

links with intention.

Create informed recording 

of ideas, with good level of 

technical skill and reflect on 

work as it progresses.

Show sophisticated 

recording of ideas and 

observations that link 

effectively with my ideas.  

EXPLORE

Explore and experiment with 

ideas, information and 

resources

Explore and experiment with 

a range of ideas and use 

these experiments to 

develop my own work.

Select a range of 

appropriate resources and 

materials to develop my 

work imaginatively.

Learn from creative risks and 

use this to inform my 

development, create 

purposeful and imaginative 

Show evidence of 

exploration of my work as it 

develops. Select and refine 

selection of media, 

Show detailed and informed 

exploration, selection of 

relevant resources informed 

refinement of  my work.

Show a sophisticated and 

mature response, exploring 

a selective range of relevant 

resources. 

ANALYSE

Look at other artists and 

desribe their artwork and 

whether I like it..

Look further at art work and 

understand how it was 

created and link it to my 

own work.

Research and describe art 

movements and understand 

what they were influenced 

by.

Analyse art work, research it 

independently and put it in 

context.

Use wider research to 

analyse art work and its 

meaning, impact and its 

message.

Demonstrate analysis, 

investigation and and critical 

understanding for my 

chosen artist.

Research independently to 

inform my opinion and 

knowledge of the artist,  to 

inform the development of 

your my work.

EVALUATE

Look at own and others 

work and identify strengths 

and targets.

Use subject specific 

language when identifying 

strengths and targets.

Identify strengths and 

weaknesses and how to 

improve them.

Apply success criteria to own 

work to indentify success,  

which areas to improve and 

how.

Look at work and suggests 

improvements in recording, 

exploring and links with 

artists/theme.

Understand the assessment 

objectives and how to apply 

them to my work 

Use AO'S to review and 

refine my own work and 

recognise areas for 

development independently.

APPRECIATE

Comment on methods and 

approaches used by other 

artists/designers.

Think about and share my 

ideas when looking at 

approaches and techniques 

of other artists/designers 

Interpret and explain the 

ideas and meanings behind 

art work.

Communicate my own ideas, 

insights and views. Showing 

cultural and contextural 

links.

Show understanding of 

artwork from varied cultures 

and contexts and link it to 

my ideas.

Explore and select  relevant 

resources from different 

cutlures and contexts to 

support my work.

Demonstrate informed ideas 

developed from in depth 

influences of contextual and 

other sources.

UNDERSTAND

Change some of my own 

work after looking at work 

of other artists/designers.

Evaluate my own work and 

that of others giving my own 

view on why it was made 

and what it means.

Interpret and explain ideas 

and meanings  behind other 

artists work.

Use my evaluation of own 

work and others to adapt 

and refine my ideas.

 Demonstrate good critical 

understanding of sources, 

and evidence links in my 

own work.

Demonstrate detailed and 

informed analysis and 

critical understanding.

Demonstrate sophisticated  

and sustained analysis and 

critical understanding.


